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Segmentation of Renal Perfusion Signals From Laser
Speckle Imaging Into Clusters With Phase

Synchronized Dynamics
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Abstract—Renal perfusion signals contain dynamics arising
from the renal autoregulation feedback mechanisms as the con-
traction and dilation of vessels alter flow patterns. We can capture
the time-varying dynamics at points across the renal surface using
laser speckle imaging. We segment an imaged area of the renal cor-
tex into clusters with phase synchronized dynamics. Our approach
first uses phase coherence with a surrogate data derived threshold
to identify synchronized pixel pairs. Non-negative matrix factor-
ization is then applied to segment phase coherence estimates into
phase synchronized regions. The method is applied to laser speckle
imaging of the renal cortex of anaesthetized rats to identify regions
on the renal surface with phase synchronized myogenic activity. In
three out of six animals imaged after bolus infusion of Nω -nitro-l-
arginine methyl ester (NAM), the renal surfaces are segmented into
clusters with high phase coherence. No more than two clusters were
identified during control period for any animal. In the remaining
three animals, a strong myogenic signal could not be detected in
surface perfusion during control or NAM. This method can be
used to identify synchronization in renal autoregulation dynamics
across the renal surface.

Index Terms—Clustering, laser speckle imaging, renal autoreg-
ulation, synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ENAL blood flow is regulated by at least two feedback
systems that operate within a nephron, the functional unit

of the kidney. Afferent arterioles protect the glomerular capillar-
ies and maintain glomerular filtration rate during blood pressure
fluctuations by constricting and dilating in a process known as
renal autoregulation. The two feedback mechanisms, the myo-
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genic response (MR) and tubuloglomerular feedback (TGF),
generate self-sustained oscillations in normotensive rats within
ranges of 0.1–0.3 Hz and 0.02–0.05 Hz, respectively [1]. A hu-
man kidney contains ∼1 000 000 nephrons (∼30 000 in a rat).
Although each nephron can be thought of as an independent
unit, they are connected by a vascular tree stemming from the
renal artery which branches into increasingly smaller vascu-
lar segments till reaching the afferent arteriole preceding each
nephron [2]. Synchronization in TGF dynamics has previously
been reported between neighboring nephrons in tubule pressure
signals [3], [4] and renal perfusion signals obtained by laser
speckle perfusion imaging (LSPI) [5]. The vascular tree that
connects nephrons provides a cable for the transfer of informa-
tion [6], and modeling studies have shown that vascular con-
duction can synchronize dynamics between nephrons [7], [8].
Such synchronization may contribute to renal autoregulation by
the development of vascular resistance and spatial and temporal
smoothing of blood flow and explain how autoregulation is able
to adjust for blood pressure over a range larger than explained
by the autoregulatory capacity of an individual nephron [9],
[10]. There is therefore interest in being able to identify kid-
ney vascular territories that have synchronized autoregulatory
dynamics.

Evidence examining synchronization on a wide scale requires
imaging approaches to monitor flow with sufficient spatial and
temporal resolutions. LSPI provides information about temporal
perfusion changes in the superficial vasculature across an im-
aged region [11]. We investigated LSPI for measuring renal per-
fusion across the cortex and found time-series could be extracted
that contain the relevant autoregulation dynamics [12]. The op-
erating frequencies of the MR and TGF can be tracked at each
location as they vary over time, and the time-varying dynamics
between any two locations can be analyzed by measures of phase
coherence (PC) to detect synchronization [13]. It is then neces-
sary to develop a framework that allows identification of regions
with synchronized renal autoregulation to allow further investi-
gations on the importance of synchronization in effective renal
autoregulation.

We present a method for segmenting laser speckle image se-
quences of the renal cortex into regions with phase synchronized
dynamics. Our two-step procedure first estimates PC from the
time-varying autoregulation phases extracted from each pair of
pixels, and these estimates are then clustered to identify synchro-
nized regions. The method is illustrated with LSPI sequences of
the renal cortex from anaesthetized rats.

0018-9294 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Experimental Methods

Experiments were performed in accordance with the guide-
lines of the Canadian Council on Animal Care and approved by
the Animal Care Committee of Simon Fraser University. Long-
Evans rats (N = 7) (Harlan, Livermore, CA, USA) were given
buprenorphine (0.02 mg/kg i.p.) 20 min prior to being placed
under anaesthesia with 4% isoflurane in inspired gas, then re-
duced to 2%. Each animal was placed on a heated table (35 ◦C)
and the trachea cannulated for ventilation by a small animal res-
pirator (TOPO, Kent Scientific, Torrington, CT, USA). The left
kidney was exposed, freed from surrounding fat, and secured in
a kidney cup anchored to the table. Grease was placed in the
cup around the kidney to minimize motion.

LSPI was performed 1 h after kidney preparation using the
moorFLPI laser speckle contrast imager (Moor Instruments,
Axminster, UK). The moorFLPI illuminates the target surface
with a 785 nm laser providing flow information for the most
superficial nephrons in the renal cortex, ∼100 μm deep [14].
The resulting speckle pattern is captured with a charge-coupled
device camera at a frame rate of 25 Hz. Flow changes in the
tissue alter the speckle pattern such that higher flow blurs the
pattern reducing the contrast and lower flow increases the con-
trast [15]. Contrast statistics of the pattern were computed over
a spatial set of pixels resulting in a relative perfusion index
mapped across the surface at 113 × 152 pixels and 25 Hz [15].
The lens was positioned ∼20 cm away from the kidney result-
ing in an imaging window of ∼5 × 7 mm. A ∼4 mm hair was
placed on the renal surface to determine the pixel length, and
the renal surface was monitored for ∼300 s for each animal. In
N = 6 rats, imaging occurred before (CTL) and after bolus in-
fusion of the nitric-oxide synthase inhibitor Nω -nitro-l-arginine
methyl ester (NAM) (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada) at
10 mg/kgBODY-WEIGHT .

After acquisition, flux image series were loaded into
MATLAB r2011b (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) for process-
ing. A Gaussian spatial filter (width of 8 pixels corresponding
to –10 dB cutoff) was applied to each frame to increase the
signal–noise ratio of the time-series at each pixel [16], and the
filtered images were then spatially downsampled by a factor of 4
to reduce redundant information at adjacent pixels caused by the
spatial filter. The size of the spatial filter was determined from
a previous study where it was found to adequately identify au-
toregulation signals [12]. Time-series extracted from each pixel
were low-pass filtered (0.5 Hz cutoff frequency) and downsam-
pled to 1 Hz because the pertinent autoregulation frequencies
are in the 0.01–0.3 Hz frequency range [1].

The peak power of the MR dynamic relative to background
noise was computed using the detection ratio [see (1)]. In (1),
Psig is the peak power of the dynamic within the MR frequency
range, 0.1–0.3 Hz, from the power spectrum. Pnoise is mean
power of the noise region, 0.3–0.5 Hz:

DR = 10 log10

(
Psig − P̄noise

SD(Pnoise)

)
. (1)

B. Estimation of PC

The time-series extracted from each pixel within the LSPI
videos are analyzed for the changes in the temporal relation-
ships in renal autoregulation dynamics between pixels. The first
step is to estimate PC for the MR or TGF dynamic between
every pixel pair. To the extent that perfusion dynamics from two
locations are synchronized, the phase difference between the
two should remain constant over time. PC is bounded by 0 (no
phase relationship) and 1 (signals are phase locked), but what
constitutes significant PC between these extremes can be open
ended. A significance threshold derived from surrogate data is
used to determine if the observed PC is statistically different
from the PC values of two signals with similar time-varying
dynamics but with phase relationships destroyed.

To determine PC between two signals, the instantaneous
phases for each are estimated. Each signal is bandpass filtered
for the MR range using a forwards–backwards Butterworth fil-
ter to preserve phase relationships in the signals. For the MR
frequency range, a 16th-order filter with low- and high-cutoff
frequencies of 0.09 and 0.32 Hz, respectively, is used to isolate
the dynamic. After bandpass filtering, the Hilbert transform is
applied to find the analytic signal and subsequently determine
the instantaneous frequency at all time points, f (t). Ideally, the
instantaneous frequency will remain between the cutoff frequen-
cies of the bandpass filters, but phase slips can occur that cause
the frequency to jump outside of the range of the bandpass fil-
ter [13]. These phase slips are induced by noise present in the
signal that is unrelated to the autoregulation frequencies, inter-
rupting the continuous autoregulation signal. Locations where
the instantaneous frequency has extended beyond the bandpass
filter cutoff frequencies are identified and linearly interpolated
to ensure that all instantaneous frequencies are within the pass-
band of the filters [13]. The instantaneous phase, ϕ(t), is the
integral of the instantaneous frequency and wrapped between
–π and π. PC is then computed between two signals, m and j,
as the mean over N data points of their exponential difference
in phase [17]:

PCmj =

∣∣∣∣∣
1
N

n∑
l=1

ei(ϕj l −ϕm l )

∣∣∣∣∣ . (2)

To determine the significance of PC between the extremes,
we apply a surrogate data-derived threshold to test the null hy-
pothesis that the instantaneous phase relationships between the
signals are independent of time [13]. The surrogate data-derived
threshold provides an expected PC for the two signals that is de-
pendent on the dynamics of the signals but independent of the
timing of the recorded signals. The instantaneous frequency of
one of the two signals is circularly shifted a random distance in
time (n) to destroy phase relationships between the two signals
as

fsurr(t) =
{

f(t − n)
f(N − n + t)

n + 1 ≤ t ≤ N
1 ≤ t ≤ n.

(3)

fsurr(t) is used to estimate the surrogate instantaneous phases,
ϕsurr(t). This procedure removes phase relationships between
the two signals but maintains the signal dynamics [13]. PC is
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then estimated between ϕsurr(t) and ϕ(t) from the signal the
surrogate procedure is not performed on. Fifty surrogate PC
estimates are made, and the significance threshold is set as the
mean plus 2 standard deviations of the surrogate PC estimates.
Two signals are declared as having significant PC if greater than
this threshold.

C. Identification of Synchronized Clusters

PC and significance levels are determined between every pair
of pixels and combined into a single n × n synchronization ma-
trix, where n represents the total number of pixels. The synchro-
nization matrix, R, contains bivariate synchronization indices,
PC, between all pairs of pixels [18]. Rmj is the PC between
pixel m and j. If pixels m and j did not have significant PC
determined by the surrogate threshold, Rmj is set to 0.

The mean PC of R is reported for each animal. A high mean
PC indicates homogenous synchronization across the surface.
The interpretation of a low mean PC may be: 1) phase synchro-
nization of the dynamics of interest is not present across the
surface; and 2) phase synchronization is present in local areas
only but low at locations further away. The coefficient of vari-
ation (CV, standard deviation of PC divided by mean PC) of R
is reported as a measure of the homogeneity of PC across the
kidney surface.

Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) was used to re-
duce the n × n synchronization matrix R into two matrices W
(n × r) and H (r × n) using an iterative computation subject to
the constraint that all values in W and H are ≥ 0 [19]. Because
W and H are positive, only additive combinations are possi-
ble which allows sparse components to be generated. R is the
n × n symmetric synchronization matrix containing PC values
between 0 and 1. r represents the rank of the reduced matrices
to be determined. By varying the rank r, the number of clusters
to be identified can be adjusted

R ≈ WH. (4)

NMF was performed with update equations based on the squared
error between R and WH [20]

Err = ‖R − WH‖2 . (5)

One hundred initial starting points were used and r was varied
from 1 to 10. The difference in (5) for increasing the rank by
1 was used as the criterion for determining the cluster number
[21]. When the result of increasing r by 1 was a change in the
residual error (|Errr+1 − Errr |) of less than 0.01, the number
of clusters was set to r.

To assign clusters, W is generally used to represent bases that
can be used to reconstruct R from the encoding in H [22]. Be-
cause the synchronization matrix is symmetric, the cluster that
makes up the largest contribution of the data at each pixel is used
to determine the cluster assignments, (6), where j represents the
pixel and r the cluster. In this way, each pixel is assigned to the
cluster that makes up the largest additive portion of the original
PC. If W and H are sparse and there is separation between
clusters, the additive component from the strongest cluster will

Fig. 1. (a) Time-averaged laser speckle perfusion image of the renal cor-
tex. The gray bar represents the 4 mm hair placed across the renal cortex.
(b) Frequency spectra of the extracted time-series from the four locations de-
noted by a star in (a).

have a significant contribution

Cluster(j) = arg max
r

(WjrHrj ). (6)

III. RESULTS

A. Example Identification of Clusters

Fig. 1(a) shows the time-averaged flux at each downsam-
pled pixel for the single animal that did not receive NAM, and
Fig. 1(b) shows the flux spectra from the four white star loca-
tions in Fig. 1(a). Locations were selected to demonstrate the
approach with two locations each sharing the same frequency.
Frequencies between 0.1 and 0.2 Hz in Fig. 1(b) can be identified
as the MR signature. Two signals have a dominant frequency
around 0.13 Hz and the other two signals have a dominant fre-
quency >0.15 Hz. It might be expected that signals sharing
the same frequency are synchronized, but this is not guaranteed
since renal autoregulation dynamics are highly time varying and
instantaneous phase changes may be uncorrelated between the
two signals [23], [24]. For this reason, we estimate the PC by
evaluating the temporal variations in the phase difference be-
tween the two signals using PC and compare to a significance
test.

PC and significance level estimates are determined between
the time-series from all pixel pairs and maps of PC between each
pixel and all others are generated. Fig. 2(a)–(d) shows PC maps
for the four example locations marked in Fig. 1. In each frame
of Fig. 2, PC between the time-series from every pixel and the
pixel identified with the white star is displayed. Combinations
of pixels without significant PC are set to 0.

Fig. 2(a) shows that signal 1 has significant PC with all other
pixels within the large shaded region. From Fig. 2(b), we see that
signal 2 has significant PC with the same pixels as signal 1 and
this large shaded area corresponds to a synchronized cluster. In
Fig. 2(c) and (d), we see that signals 3 and 4 have significant PC
with each other within a second cluster. Visualizing these surface
maps is useful to gain an understanding of the PC distribution
across the surface, and clustering analysis can be applied to find
groups of synchronized pixels [25].

PC values between all pairs of pixels from our LSPI data of
the renal cortex were transformed into a single synchroniza-
tion matrix and the clustering method applied. Fig. 3(a) shows
the frequency with the maximum spectral power in the MR
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Fig. 2. (a) PC between signal 1, marked by the white star, and all other pixels.
The gray bar represents the wire placed on the surface, and white space indi-
cates nonsignificant PC as determined by the surrogate significance threshold.
(b)–(d) PC estimates relative to the pixel marked by the white star in each frame.
The stars and numbers correspond with the locations in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. (a) Frequency with the maximum power within the MR range (0.09–
0.3 Hz) at each pixel location. (b) Cluster maps identified by NMF of the
synchronization matrix. Pixels with the same color are assigned to the same
cluster. Data are for the same animal as in Figs. 1 and 2.

frequency range for the time-series extracted from each pixel.
Fig. 3(b) displays the cluster map using NMF. Clusters < 9
adjacent pixels in size are ignored, as this size can correspond
to the Gaussian spatial filter. The method clusters the PC values
seen in Fig. 2 similar to the frequency mapping in Fig. 3(a). The
two large clusters are ∼8.1 and 17.2 mm2 .

B. Effect of Signal Characteristics on PC

Meaningful estimates of PC and the significance level de-
pend on appropriate signal length and strength of the dynamic
relative to background noise. To demonstrate the influence of
these characteristics, we selected 100 pairs of signals within
the large synchronized region in Fig. 2(a) and (b), and another
100 pairs where one of the signals belongs to the synchronized
region in Fig. 2(a) and (b) and the other belongs to the region
in Fig. 2(c) and (d). The signals were selected from locations
evenly dispersed across each region.

PC and significance levels were determined between each
pair for data lengths increasing from the first 50 s of the signals
up until the full data length (340 s). Mean and 95% confidence
intervals over the pairs of synchronized and nonsynchronized
signals were determined for the PC and significance levels,

Fig. 4. (a) Impact of data length on PC and significant thresholds. Solid lines
are mean and 95% confidence intervals for 100 pairs of signals belonging to
the same coupled region. Dashed lines are the same for 100 pairs of signals
belonging to different regions (nonphase coupled signals). Black lines represent
the PC and gray lines significance thresholds. (b) Impact of white noise on PC.
Solid black line is PC computed between pairs of pixels expected to belong to
the same cluster for varying levels of noise added with 95% confidence intervals
on PC (vertical error bars) and detection ratio (horizontal error bars). The gray
line represents significance thresholds with 95% confidence levels over the 100
pairs.

Fig. 4(a). PC and significance thresholds are higher at short
data lengths, and there is poor separation between the true PC
and surrogate-derived significance thresholds at this point. As
the data length increases to >250 s, there is clear identification
of the synchronized pairs. For nonsynchronized pairs, dashed
lines in Fig. 4(a), the separation between significance levels and
PC is relatively constant at data lengths greater than 150 s.

White noise was added in increasing amplitudes [0, 0.5, 1,
1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5] to the signals after normalization by the sig-
nal variance. PC and significance levels were estimated at each
noise level as was the detection ratio for each signal plus noise
combination. The detection ratio was averaged between the two
signals in each pair. Mean and 95% confidence intervals are
shown in Fig. 4(b) of PC and significance levels as functions
of the detection ratio for increasing noise levels for the pairs
with significant PC. Horizontal error bars represent 95% con-
fidence intervals of the detection ratio for the 100 signal pairs.
With no noise added, the MR dynamic has a detection ratio
of ∼25 dB between all pairs of signals. As the detection ra-
tio decreases due to added noise, PC and significance levels
decrease. At detection ratios <10 dB, there is poor separation
between PC and significance levels, and accurate estimates of
significant PC cannot be made. Results are not shown for the
nonsynchronized signal pairs as PC and significance levels had
insignificant changes for increasing levels of added noise. As
the signal characteristics change from data length and noise, PC
values vary. Surrogate data adapts the significance threshold to
varying signal characteristics.

C. Identified Clusters

The frequency spectrum for the mean laser speckle signal (av-
erage of time-series across all pixels) for the six animals before
and after NAM is presented in Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively.
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Fig. 5. Power spectra of the laser speckle time-series averaged over all pixels
for six animals during (a) CTL and (b) NAM. Solid lines indicate animals with
maximum frequency power in the range of the MR, and thick dashed lines
indicate animals with maximum frequency power in the range of TGF.

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF SYNCHRONIZATION MATRIX

Three animals, A, B, and E, have dominant spectral power in the
MR range from 0.1 to 0.25 Hz during CTL and NAM, Fig. 5(b).
The remaining three animals, C, D, F, are dominated by lower
frequency content <0.05 Hz, representative of TGF during CTL
and NAM.

The mean PC and CV of the synchronization matrix for each
animal during CTL and NAM periods is reported in Table I.

Fig. 6 shows the dynamic characteristics during CTL and
NAM mapped for the three animals with strong MR signal. Each
row contains the dominant frequency in the MR range mapped
at each pixel, detection ratio of that frequency, cluster map, and
PC for each pixel with the pixel at the geometric centroid of the
cluster it belongs to for one animal either during CTL or NAM
as labeled.

Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows PC maps for the two locations labeled
by the white star in Fig. 6, row B (Animal A during NAM).
The two locations do not have significant PC with each other al-
though they do share the same dominant frequency as seen in the
first column of Fig. 6, row B. The locations they do have signifi-
cant PC with correspond to the cluster map in Fig. 6, row B. It has
previously been shown that the renal autoregulation dynamics
are highly time varying [23], and the time variance for the two
signals can be visualized in the time–frequency representations,
generated by Variable Frequency Complex Demodulation [26],

in Fig. 7(c) and (d). Even though the locations share a dominant
frequency, the time variance of each differs and therefore PC,
which tracks how consistent the phase relationships are over
time, is not significant.

Characteristics of the clusters were quantified and compared
to the detection ratios of the dynamics in Fig. 8. PC averaged
between all pairs of pixels within each cluster (PCMEAN ) is
shown on the y-axis in Fig. 8(a) with the x-axis representing the
detection ratio averaged across all pixels within that cluster. The
approximate physical areas (mm2 ) corresponding to each cluster
are presented in Fig. 8(b) against the detection ratio. Animals
A, B, and E form the most clusters (3, 6, and 4, respectively)
during NAM with high detection ratios and PCMEAN within
those clusters. More clusters are identified in B than A or E,
but the field of view is larger for B and clusters are similar in
physical size. No animal forms more than two clusters during
CTL.

D. Limitation to Size of Cluster Identification

The smallest clusters that can be identified are a function of
the physical area captured by the pixels and the spatial aver-
aging filter applied to increase signal strength for accurate PC
estimates. For each imaging file, two groups of 10 pixels from
the same cluster and another group of 10 pixels from a sepa-
rate cluster were selected. The two groups of pixels from within
the same cluster were considered synchronized and the groups
from separate clusters were considered unsynchronized. The
selected pixels within each cluster were approximately equidis-
tant apart. An N × N averaging window was applied to each
frame centered on the selected pixels from the original 113 ×
152 moorFLPI flux data to generate time-series for a range of
window sizes (N = 2:9). For each N , the detection ratio of the
MR in the time-series was determined for each pixel as was PC
between the pairs of synchronized and unsynchronized pixels.
The accuracy of identifying pixel pairs as either synchronized or
unsynchronized using the surrogate data threshold was found at
each N as the number of pairs from the same cluster identified
as synchronized plus the number of pixel pairs from separate
clusters identified as unsynchronized, divided by the total num-
ber of pairs. This procedure was performed on the NAM data
where an average detection ratio of the MR signal was >15 dB
using the Gaussian spatial filter. The remaining data files did not
have a detectable MR signal. This provided four datasets: the
control example describing the procedure in Section II-A and
records A, B, and E from the NAM group in Section II-C.

The amplitude of the MR signal increases when larger pixel
areas are averaged together, Fig. 9(a). PC between synchronized
pixel pairs (those identified within the same cluster using the
Gaussian spatial filter) increases as larger areas are averaged,
but PC between unsynchronized pixel pairs does not, Fig. 9(b).
Fig. 9(c) shows the relationship between the detection ratio and
PC as the size of the averaging window is adjusted. Fig. 9(d)
shows the accuracy of identifying pixel pairs as synchronized
or unsynchronized as a function of the averaging width.
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Fig. 6. Characteristics of the MR signal and PC-based clustering during CTL and NAM for the three animals showing MR signal (A, B, and E). Each row
represents one imaging period. The first column shows the peak MR frequency, second column the detection ratio for that frequency relevant to background noise,
third column the maps of clusters determined using NMF, and the fourth column maps of the PC relative to the signal at the geometric centroid of each cluster.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have presented an approach for identifying phase syn-
chronized regions in LSPI of the renal cortex by clustering
PC estimates between all pairs of pixels. The applied clus-
tering algorithms utilize only the PC coefficients without any
spatial information and identified clusters consisted of adja-
cent pixels. When applying the method to renal autoregula-
tion data, clusters with phase synchronized MR dynamics were
identified.

Efferent arterioles leave the glomerulus and approach the re-
nal surface where they diverge into a series of vessels producing
a “star” structure [2]. Flow in efferent “star” vessels contain re-
nal autoregulation dynamics [27]. Due to the penetration depth
of the lasers in this study, placement of “star” vessels in the sub-
capsule region, and higher red blood cell velocity in arterioles
than capillaries, efferent arterioles are likely the predominant
contributors to speckle signals of renal cortical blood flow [5].

In this way, two nephrons connected by preglomerular vascula-
ture at a distance up to 600 μm may have efferent star vessels
that take up a significantly larger space on the renal surface that
is captured with LSPI. TGF synchronization between pairs of
nephrons connected in the preglomerular vasculature across dis-
tances up to 600 μm has previously been reported [3]. Additional
nephrons may synchronize their activity to form clusters [9].

The presented approach relies on the analysis of spontaneous
oscillations in blood flow generated by the renal autoregulation
feedback mechanisms, namely the MR as presented here. Such
spontaneous oscillations have been repeatedly reported in the
literature [1], [28], [29]. However, in the present set of six ani-
mals, the presence of the MR signal varied considerably. From
Fig. 8(a), it is seen that a higher detection ratio corresponds to
higher PCMEAN . In three animals, a strong MR was identified
during NAM with one of those three also showing a strong sig-
nal during CTL. In the remaining three animals, the MR signal
had a low detection ratio during CTL and NAM, but frequency
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Fig. 7. (a) PC between time-series from pixel marked by the white star and
all other pixels from Fig. 6, second row. White space indicates locations that do
not have significant PC with the white star. (b) PC between pixel with second
white star and all other pixels. (c) and (d) Time–frequency spectra in the MR
frequency range for the time-series from the white stars in (a) and (b).

Fig. 8. Characteristics of identified clusters for the six animals during CTL
(open) and NAM (filled). Each animal is designated by a different symbol and
the results are plotted for each cluster from that animal. (a) Average PC within
each cluster versus the detection ratio averaged over all time-series from the
pixels within that cluster. (b) Measured physical area of each cluster versus the
average detection ratio. The enlarged markers (b) represent two overlapping
data points.

content in the expected TGF range was visible in the spectra,
Fig. 5. These animals were all of the same strain and received
the same bolus infusion of NAM; however, their renal autoreg-
ulation dynamics showed considerable differences. This lack
of a signal is representative only of the imaged region of the
vasculature and does not mean that the MR was lacking in the
animal.

Without a dominant MR signal, we cannot expect to identify
significant PC between locations. This is reinforced by looking
at the CV of PC values in the synchronization matrix. Although
all animals had relatively low mean PC across the synchroniza-

Fig. 9. (a) Detection ratio averaged over all selected pixels as a function of
the N × N window size. Thin lines represents individual NAM files with de-
tection ratios >15 dB, the thick black lines represent the mean of the four files.
(b) PC between pixel pairs with significant PC (solid lines) and without signif-
icant PC (dashed lines) as a function of the N × N window size. (c) PC as a
function of the detection ratio. (d) Accuracy of correctly identifying pixel pairs
with significant PC using the surrogate data thresholds.

tion matrix ranging from 0.33 to 0.45 during NAM, the three
animals with a dominant MR signal each had a CV of the syn-
chronization greater than any of the three animals lacking a
dominant MR signal during NAM. This indicates a difference
in the distribution of PC values across the renal surface. For the
three animals lacking the MR signal, less variability indicates a
more homogenous surface of low PC, while the three animals
with the MR signal a higher CV indicates that there is consider-
able variability across the surface with local areas with high PC.
A and B both showed higher PC across the surface during CTL
than NAM, but CV was less and resulting in a lower number
of clusters being identified. It is this pattern of PC across the
surface that is further described through clustering analysis.

The surface was segmented into more than two clusters for
the three animals showing an MR signal after NAM. The cluster
locations were not necessarily in agreement with the frequency
map generated by identifying the maximum frequency at each
location, showing the alternative information gained by consid-
ering the time-varying dynamics. Fig. 8(a) shows how the PC
within each cluster is higher for these animals than for the ani-
mals without an MR signal, and is also higher than the mean PC
for each animal. This indicates strong, localized synchronization
of the MR.

NAM has previously been shown to alter the MR response
[30], [31]. It is known that NAM affects vascular smooth muscle
cells a number of ways including sensitization of Ca2+ [32], ac-
tivation of voltage dependent K+ channels [33] and potentially
influencing vascular communication through gap junctions [34].
For these reasons, we infused NAM with the expectation it
would alter the observed clusters. Although there tended to be
an increase in the number of clusters during NAM when an MR
signal was present, because only three animals showed a strong
MR signal, additional studies are needed to confirm that there
is an effect of NAM.
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Holstein-Rathlou et al. tracked the TGF dynamics in the su-
perficial vasculature across the renal cortex with LSPI [5]. They
clustered the time-varying dynamics across the surface using
hierarchical clustering [5] to find signal pairs with similar time
variance. In this study, we identified synchronized MR regions
and generated images of the segmentation of perfusion dynamics
across the surface. The phase synchronized MR regions identi-
fied were on the scale of 5–10 mm2 during NAM which may
indicate the synchronization of greater than ten lobules. To ac-
complish this, communication may occur through electrotonic
responses that have shown to be present in renal vasculature or
hemodynamic coupling [6]. At this time, the exact mechanism
of synchronization requires further study. Synchronization of
the MR dynamic has not been extensively studied, although the
MR is both necessary and sufficient for effective autoregula-
tion [1], [9].

A. Limitations

The detectable cluster size is restricted by our effective pixel
resolution and field of view allowed by the moorFLPI imaging
system. In this study, our field of view was set at ∼5 mm ×
7 mm corresponding to approximately one-third of the posterior
surface of the kidney. By reducing the zoom, we could capture
the entire surface, but in doing so would increase the size of
our effective spatial resolution. As presented, this resolution is
set to capture flow in efferent star vessels related to individual
nephron dynamics that are considered to be the independent unit
contributing to clusters. Although the physical distance captured
by a flux pixel in our imaging setup is∼40 μm, individual pixels
do not provide MR signals with significant amplitude so an
averaging window must be applied. Low detection ratios lead
to low PC estimates, Fig. 4(b), resulting in poor accuracy of
cluster identification, Fig. 9. From Fig. 9, the smallest spatial
filter that provides a detection ratio >15 dB should be used and
this corresponded to a 4 × 4 pixel window that represents a
∼160 × 160 μm2 region on the renal surface.

When low detection ratios were present in real data, Fig. 6 C,
D, and F, the surfaces were segmented into one or two clusters
with low PC amongst the pixels in each cluster. These clusters
should not be interpreted as being synchronized, as the PC is
low and without a strong signal the PC is more representative
of noise than MR. Signal quality should be considered when
interpreting clusters.

We found it necessary to have at least 20 oscillations to de-
termine significant PC using the surrogate data approach. This
translates to ∼3–5 min of data for the MR or ∼20–25 min for
TGF. For this reason, we only investigated the MR here. Given
longer datasets, TGF synchronization can be estimated along-
side the MR.

Three clustering methods were initially investigated to apply
to the synchronization matrices. Simulation studies (not shown)
using the eigendecomposition or spectral clustering approaches
described in [18] and [25], respectively, showed equivalent re-
sults to the NMF method presented. NMF was reported because
it allows for sparse combinations of pixels, but various clus-
tering approaches can be applied. Computational complexity

of NMF increases with the size of the synchronization matrix,
which grows with the size of the input image used. In this study,
we used the squared error update method, but alternative NMF
algorithms are available that may reduce processing time [20].
These, or other clustering methods, may be more appropriate
for larger images.

V. CONCLUSION

Renal surfaces can be segmented into regions with high cou-
pling when strong dynamics are present by applying the de-
scribed analytical approach to LSPI data. The approach identi-
fies temporal synchronization between spatial locations by com-
paring time-varying changes in perfusion signals and then using
clustering analysis to segment the surface. Dynamics present
in surface perfusion signals are generated by the renal autoreg-
ulation mechanisms and synchronization across a large region
of the renal surface may signify coordinated activity among a
number of nephrons. The presented approach enables studies to
determine factors influencing synchronization across the renal
surface and to understand how coordinated renal autoregulation
contributes to highly effective kidney blood flow regulation.
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